
A GENERALIZATION OF MEYER'S THEOREM(1)

BY

IRVING REINER

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with a generalization of the fol-

lowing theorem:

Every properly primitive binary quadratic form represents infinitely many

primes in any preassigned arithmetic progression Mx + N consistent with the

generic character of the form, where M and N are relatively prime.

Dirichlet [l](2) conjectured this result in 1840, and sketched a method of

proof. Weber [4] gave a complete proof for the special case where the words

"in any preassigned arithmetic progression • • • " are omitted, and the

theorem as stated was finally proved by Meyer [3] in 1888.

The generalization consists of replacing the set of classes of properly

primitive binary quadratic forms of given determinant D, which forms a

group under composition, by an abelian group H whose elements we denote

by di. A correspondence is assumed between H and the set G of numbers m > 0

which are prime to M and of which D is a quadratic residue. In §§2 and 3, the

structures of G and H are examined, and in each case a basis is set up from

which all elements may be generated. §4 then gives the specific details of the

correspondence between G and H; these details parallel results about the rep-

resentation of numbers by quadratic forms. Conclusions are then drawn from

the correspondence which connects certain of the characters mod M set up in

§2 with the group characters constructed in §3.

In §5, the basic Dirichlet series is first defined as

Lix, t; s) =    Z       Z   amidj)xidi)TÍm)m-s,
0i in H    m in G

where r(m) is a character mod M, x(0¿) a group character, am(0¿) is determined

by the correspondence, and where the double summation extends over all

elements of G and H. A few of its properties are discussed here, and in §6

sufficient conditions are found for the identity of two such series.

The series are then divided into three different types in §7. Those of the

first type become infinite as s—»1+, while those of the second and third types

are finite and different from 0 for s = l. The proof of the latter part of this

statement is rather involved, and is given in §§7 and 8 after some additional

conditions are imposed, without which the theorem fails to be true.
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(') The material of this paper comes from a thesis written under the direction of Professor
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In §9, the theorem is finally stated and its proof is completed. §10 is con-

cerned with the additional conditions referred to in the preceding para-

graph, and is devoted to proving a sufficient condition under which they hold.

After a brief discussion of Meyer's results in §11, we conclude with an example

showing that the new theorem is more general than the original theorem.

We shall use the following notation:

(a, 6) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b.

ia/b) denotes the Jacobi symbol (J).

</>(«) is the Euler 0-function.

a\b means a divides b.

a\b means a does not divide b.

2. The set G and characters mod M. Let G be a set of positive integers

which is closed under multiplication, with a basis consisting of the set of all

primes / satisfying

(a) (/, M) = i, where M=2s\Yt=\ PV and the pi are distinct odd primes

and where s>3.

(b) iD/f) = +X, where D = 2"n*-i P? with kgr, ir^s and /3¿^a¿ for
* = 1, • • • , k. Let gi be a primitive root mod pi for i=X, ■ ■ ■ , r; then, for

every m in G, there exist integers a, ß,yi, • • ■ , yr which are unique mod 2, 2s-2,

'bip"1), • • • , <PÍPtt) respectively, such that

(1) m = i—l) 5 (mod 2 ), m m gi' (mod pi') (i = 1, • • • , r).

Let ê, r¡, pi, • • • , Pr be defined by

(2) *' = 1,        rT1 = 1,        P*i       - 1 Ü = 1, • • • , r),

and set

(3) tío, ??; pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pr; m) = TÍm) = #%  JJ p]'.
¿=i

We shall call the number-theoretic function r(rai) a character mod M. Two

characters t and t' are said to be the same only if their corresponding û, rj,

Pi, • • • , Pr's are the same. It may well happen that r(rai) =r'(m) for all m in

G without t and r' being the same character. The set of values which t(w)

assumes for a fixed m as t varies over the complete set of distinct characters

is called the total character of m. Two numbers have the same total character

if and only if they are congruent mod M. In virtue of (2), the number of

distinct characters is

2 • 2^-n ♦(#;*>-*(jf).
<-i

We define the principal character t0 to be r(l, 1; 1, ■ • • , 1; m). By an
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ambiguous character ra we shall mean t(±1, ±1; ±1, • • • , +1; m), where

any combination of signs is permitted. All other characters are imaginary.

The complex conjugate of t(#, 17; pi, • • • , pT;m) is clearly t(#-1, t/-1; pf1, • • -,
p7x;m).

3. The group H and group characters. Let H be a multiplicative abelian

group with generators B\, • • • , 0,; let ra,- be the degree of 0¿, that is, the small-

est positive exponent r for which 6r¡ is the identity element do- Every 6 in H

can then be written as

(4) 0 = 117;,
¿=1

where s< is uniquely determined mod ra¿ (* = 1, • • • , v). The number of ele-

ments in H is h = XI*— 1 ni- Let X be defined by

(5) »1, • • • , »x-i   are even,    n\, • • • , ra,    are odd.

Define co,- by

(6) c^r = 1 (» = 1, • • •, v),

and define

v

(7) x(«i, • • • , co,; 0) = x(0) = II »7.
>=i

Similar definitions hold for the %(#) as held for the t(»i) above. The

number of ambiguous characters x<> is then 2X_1.

Definition. An element 6 in iî is ambiguous if 02=0o- The number of

ambiguous elements is then 2X_1, and these are representable as

(8) n tfy
i=l

where each et- may be 0 or 1.

Definition. A genus is the aggregate of all elements

(9) nii-^-'ntf
i=l i=X

obtained by letting si, • • • , s\_i, s\, • • • , s, range over complete residue

systems mod «i/2, • • • , rax-i/2, rax, • • • , ra, respectively, where ei, • • • , «x-i

are all fixed and are 0 or 1. The number of genera is seen to be 2X_1.

4. The correspondence between G and H. We assume that there is a

correspondence between G and H such that

(a) Every element of G corresponds to at least one element of H, and

conversely.
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(b) If m in G corresponds to 0 in H, then 0 corresponds to m, and con-

versely.

(c) If mi, m2 in G correspond to di, 02 in H, then mim2 corresponds to

0102.

(d) If mi, m2 in G correspond to 0i, 02 in H, and if m2 = n2mi (mod D) for

some integer ra, then for all Xa, Xa(0i) = Xa(02).

(e) If 0i, 02 in H correspond to mi, m2 in G, and if for all %*, X<j(0i) =Xa(02),

then there exists an integer ra for which m2=n2nii (mod D).

(f) For every prime / in G, there exist two elements 0/ and df1 in H,

whose product is 0O, to which / corresponds. (The possibility 0/ = 0/1 is not

excluded; indeed, this relation will hold for any ambiguous 0/.)

It is clear that the total ambiguous character of m depends only on the

quadratic character of m (mod M), where by the total ambiguous character

of m we mean the set of values which ra(w) assumes as we keep m fixed and

let Ta range over all ambiguous characters. Among these r0, there will be some

whose value depends only on the quadratic character of m (mod D) ; call the

set of these characters 2. By the 2-character of m we shall mean the set of

values of Ta(jn), where m is kept fixed and t„ ranges over all characters in 2.

If we denote by x¿ that ambiguous character obtained by setting co¿ = — 1

and coy=l if j¿¿i, then these x¿ (for i = X, ■ ■ ■ , X — 1) are X —1 independent

characters in the sense that Xi(0); ' ' ' > Xx-i(0) may be any sequence of +l's

and — l's (depending, of course, on the choice of 0), and indeed every such

sequence can be obtained by choosing 0 of the proper genus. In fact, if the

e's are as in (9), the sequence Xi(0)> • • • , Xx-i(0) is simply ( — 1)", • • • ,

(— l)*x-i. Thus, to specify the values of these X—1 characters is equivalent

to fixing a unique genus. This in turn means that the quadratic character of

m (mod D) is determined, where m corresponds to some 0 of the genus. Con-

versely, if we specify the values of

(10) i-X/m) and/or (2/m),    or    (-2/w), and im/p,)       (i = 1, • • • , k),

where the pi are given in §2, (b), then the quadratic character of m (mod D) is

uniquely determined, and so are the x»(0). where 0 corresponds to m. Here,

the characters in (10) other than the im/p/) are to be chosen according to

the following scheme :

0 = 3 (mod4):(-l/w),

D m 2 (mod 8): (2/m),

(11) D =- 6 (mod8):(-2/W),

D = 4 (mod 8):(-l/w),

D = 0 (mod 8):(-l/w) and (2/m).

(We assume hereafter that Dfé 1 (mod 4), and that D is not a perfect square.)
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Suppose that there are Xi symbols in (10) ; since there is exactly one rela-

tion connecting them, namely ÍD/m) = +1, it follows that Xi— 1 of them are

independent. In virtue of the relation between the symbols (10) and theX —1

(multiplicatively) independent characters xi, • ' ' > Xx-i defined above, it fol-

lows that Xi—1=X — 1, or Xi=X.

We further observe that each of the symbols (10) is an ambiguous char-

acter mod M; their 2X_1 products are clearly then the same as the subset 2.

However, even more significant is the fact that these X —1 independent sym-

bols (10) are functions of the element 0 to which m corresponds (in virtue of

condition (e) in this section), and hence are also ambiguous characters x<¡- The

2x-i products of these symbols must therefore be the same as the set of am-

biguous characters Xa- Thus, every Xa(0) may be written as

(12) Xa(0) = *<—1>'ï.«<»*-»/*.(«»/Qi).

where m corresponds to0, 5 = ± 1, e = +1, and Qi is an odd divisor of D. By

the quadratic reciprocity law, this can be written as

(13) Xa(0) = ÍQ/m),

where Q is a squarefree divisor of D, where m corresponds to 0, and where Q

is even only if D is even; Q may, however, be negative. In any case, Q is de-

termined by Xo and does not depend on 0.

We may similarly write

(14) Taim) = Û^W-^^-vit-im/Pi),

where Pi is the product of all those odd primes pi which divide M, for which

Pi = —1. As above, we then have

(15) r.(«) = ÍP/m),

where P is a squarefree divisor of M, and where P is determined by the char-

acter Ta and does not depend on m.

5. L-series. We define

II    {l+[x(0/)+x(071)]r(/)/"
/in a

+ [x(0/) + x(072)H/)/"2' + --- }

n     _1 - r(f2)f-2>_

A a    [1 - x(0/)r(/)/-][l - X(0?V(/)/-] '

Then if we set

(is) k = n [i - T(p)t2'],
Í in G

(16)

(17)

L(x, t;s) =

we may write
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T-r 1
(19) L = K- ]-:-r •

ft\    [1 - x(0/)r(/)/-][l - X(071)r(/)/-]

From (16) we have

(20) L=  Z       Z  «m(0.)x(0.)r(rai)w-,
6i in H     m in G

where am(0<) is the number of products Yif^.f+^fm (0*") which are the same

as 0,. Clearly

(21) Z  amíe¡) = 2'<-\
«i in tf

where vim) is the number of distinct prime factors of m. From (19) we obtain

,    L     ^   ^ bciOf) + x(97)W)
(22) lo%V=  ^    £   -7Z-'

Ä fia G     r_l rf"

for a properly chosen value of log L/K. All of the results stated so far hold for

s>l.

6. Identity of ¿-series. We shall write L(x', t'; s) =Z(x", t"; s), and call

the two £-series identical, if corresponding terms m~" in (20) have equal

coefficients, that is, if

(23) xW(«) = x'WM

for all m and their corresponding 0's. Define x and t by

(24) x" = xx',        t" = rr'.

Then (23) holds if and only if for all m and their corresponding 0's,

(25) xieyim) = 1.

In virtue of (3) and (7), (25) may be written as

(26) n«;Vf'n«,-i.
»=1 i=l

where the correspondence between the s< and a, ß and the y< is determined

by the correspondence between m and 0.

Let 0=0o. Then for all m corresponding to 0O,

(27) *vn«-t

But for all primes /, conditions (c) and (f) of §4 imply that ß corresponds to

6f6/1=6o. Hence, if we choose one of the indices a, ß, yi, • • • , yr, say I,

then we can find an m corresponding to 0o all of whose indices are 0, except for
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I which has the value 2. Therefore

2 2 2
ô=l,        11—1,        pi = 1 (i = 1, • • • , r), or r = ra.

Next, set 0=0* (*= 1, • • • , v). If 0¿ corresponds to m, then 02 corresponds

to m2, and all indices of m can be made even. Therefore co< = 1 for i = 1, • • • , v,

or X = Xo- (23) thus holds if and only if

(28) ÍQ/m)ÍPJm) = 1 for all m in G,

where P and Q are given by (15) and (13) respectively. Since m may be any

integer prime to M for which ÍD/m) = +1, (28) implies either

(29a) P = Q

or

(29b) P = ÜQD)),

where ((x)) denotes the product of all prime divisors of x which occur to an

odd exponent in the factorization of x.

Thus, we may choose for x(0) any ambiguous x<n and then use either (29a)

or (29b) to determine a character r0 which satisfies (25) ; in other words, if we

start with a fixed Lix', t'; s), there will be 2X series identical with it:

LÍXaX', TaTr; s), where Xa and Ta are any two ambiguous characters satisfying

either (29a) or (29b). Thus the h-ij>ÍM) series L(x, t; s) fall into sets of 2X

identical ones.

Nonidentical series may (and, as we shall show, sometimes do) have the

same value. However, exactly 2X series have the value

(30) Li = Liixo, t0; s) = Z       Z  ami6,)m-* = Z   2'<">»—,
&i in H     m in G m in G

since if Lix, t; s) =Li, we would have xiO)Tim) = 1 f°r all m and their cor-

responding 0's, and the previous discussion shows that this has exactly 2X

solutions.

7. Z,-series of the first and second kinds. We divide the Lix, t) into three

kinds :

First kind (¿i) : any L series identical with -L(xo, r0);

Second kind ÍL2): any -L(x<>, Ta) not identical with L(xo, To);

Third kind (L3) : all other L series.

No L3=L2; for Z2(x', r') =L3ix", t") would imply that x'/x" and t'/t"

would both be ambiguous, whence so would both x" and t", and this is im-

possible.

We next show that lims_i+ (s —l)Zi(s) exists and is not 0. We have

ii = Z 2"(m)m-s,
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where Z»» extends over all m >0 for which (raí, M) = 1 and ÍD/m) = 1. Set

Mi = Z 2v(-m)m-".

m>»,(t»,2D)=l,(fl/m)=l

Then

Mi = Li- II [1 + 2/"s + 2/"2« + • • • ].
f\M,f¡2D,(D/f) = l

It therefore suffices to show that lim,,i+ (s— X)Mi exists and is not 0. This,

however, follows from Dirichlet [2; paragraphs 89 and 96]. Thus

(31) lim  (s - l)Z,i(s) = A ^ 0.

Next, we have

(32) L2 =  Z       Z  ami6i)iQ/m)iP/m)m-' = Z  2'™iPQ/m)nr;
8, in H     m in G «, in G

where P and Q are given by (15) and (13) respectively, and neither (29a) nor

(29b) holds. We shall prove that L2is) exists and is not 0 for s = 1, by use of

the result of Dirichlet [2; paragraph 101 ] that Z".(».2B)-i ÍD/n)ws exists

and is not 0 for s = l, provided that D is not a perfect square.

Now, from (32) we obtain

l + ÍPQ/f)f->
L2 =   11

,r« i-iPQ/f)f-'

= 1 + jPQM2/f)f-

Ag   I - ÍPQM2/f)f-'

where in each case YLf ¡n a extends over all positive primes / such that

/j M and (£)//) = 1. Set PQM2 = DDX; then Dx is not a square because neither

(29a) nor (29b) holds. Then

u -pr 1 + jDDi/Df-' =  n   1 + ÍDDi/p)p-°
/,(/,2db,)=i,W/>=i   1 - (DDt/fif-        v     1 - ÍDi/p)p-¡

where  \\p extends over all primes p>0 such that p\2DDu Therefore

¿2 = n(i-r2s)' n-—T^-r-—n
1 - ÍDDi/p)p->     P   1 - ÍDi/p)p-

Z ÍDDi/n)n-'- Z Pi/ra)«-

Z n~2'
n

where in each case ^n extends over all postive n for which («, 2DD\) = 1.
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The denominator of the right-hand side of (34) is positive for s>l/2; the

first factor in the numerator of the right-hand side of (34), by Dirichlet's

theorem quoted above, is finite and not 0 for s = l. We need only prove the

same for the second factor ^,niDi/n)n~°. Now clearly

(35) Z iDx/ngjinq)-' = Z ÍDi/n')ín')-,
n.q n'

where q ranges over all divisors of D which are prime to 2Di and ra' ranges

over all numbers prime to 2Du However, the left-hand side of (35) is

ZOV^-'-ZaV^-r*,
n q

the second factor of which is merely

Il [1 + iDi/r)r- + ÍDi/r2)r-2> +•••]= Ü
1 - iDi/rjf-

where JTr ranges over all primes r>0 for which r\D and r\2Du Therefore

(36) Z (Di/n)n-> «= ft [l - (Z?i/r)r-]- Z (Di/n')(n')->.
n t n'

Since both factors on the right exist and are not 0 for s = 1, the same is true

for the left-hand side. This completes the proof that ¿2(1) exists and is not 0.

8. L-series of the third kind. To prove a similar result for L3(s), we begin

by summing (22) over all <p(M) characters t, and use the result

UÍM)     M a m 1 (mod M),
(37) ¿^ Tia) ■ i

T \    0       otherwise.

(We sketch a proof of this result:

If ö = 1 (mod M), the result is clear; if a^l (mod M), then there exists

a character t' for which t'(ci) s^ 1. But as r ranges over all characters, so does

tt'. Hence Z'T(a) =^lrTT'(a) =r'(a) -Z^ia), whence ^2rT(a)=0.) We then

obtain

4>iM)\      Z      [x(0/) + x(0/1)]/ '
V,/=l(modAf)

+ |     Z     [x(0;) + x(072)]/"2'+'4 =z
2   f,f=l(modM) J t

Now, from (18) it is clear that K = K~Ít; s) exists and is not 0 for s> 1/2, and

is indeed continuous in that range. If T = ra, K is real and positive; if ris

imaginary, K may also be imaginary. However, if z denotes the complex

conjugate of z, we have X(r; s) = K~ît; s). Similarly L(x, t; s) = Z,(x> t; s).

The terms on the right-hand side of (38) may thus be grouped in pairs of
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conjugates

L L LL
log ■-h log — = log —— •

K K KK

Suppose now that x = Xo- If/—I (mod M), then 0/ is in the same genus as

0o, whence Xa(0/tl) = l- (38) then becomes

(39)        2*(Jf) {      Z      /"' + T        £       t2' +■■]= Z
1 -, ,        ^        L

log —

Since for each x there are two characters t for which two L series are identical,

and in particular for each Xa there are two ra for which L=L\, it follows that

on the right-hand side of (39) each L occurs in two terms corresponding to the

same x but having two different t's. Keeping only one of these in each case,

we have

(40) 4>iM)(       Z      /-s+'--j  = Z'log^-

Suppose now that we know that L2ÍS) and Lsis) are finite and continu-

ous for sïï 1, with finite and continuous derivatives for ssgl. If we set

(41) Lis) = Ms) + if2Ís),

where /i(s) and /2(s) are real functions of s, we have for L2 and L3

Lis) = Líl) + ÍS-Í) [fi'iâiis - 1)) + itfiMs - 1))],

0 < &i < 1, 0 < #i < 1,

where/»(s) and// (s) (¿= 1, 2), are continuous for sïii.

We may deduce from this that £.3(1)^0. If this is not the case, (42) im-

plies

(43) X3(s) -Z3(s) = 0((s - l)2) as s -> 1 +.

We assume to begin with that L3(xŒ, r; 1)=0, where x» is some particular

ambiguous character. On the right side of (40) there occurs a corresponding

term log (s —1), so that as s—»1+ the right side cannot become positively un-

bounded. By Dirichlet [2; paragraph 137], however, the left side of (40) be-

comes positively infinite as s—»1+. Therefore I<3(x<i, t; 1)^0.

Next, suppose that Ls(x, t; 1) =0 for some imaginary x- Summing (38)

over all characters x and using the result

jh   if 0 = 0o,

x (0    otherwise,

we obtain
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2HÍM) i Z t° + V Z /-2s + • • •

= Z l°g — '
ti        K

where /<->0o means that / corresponds to 0o, and so on. On the right-hand side

of (45), log L\ occurs exactly 2X times. However, for each I.3(x, t; X) which is 0

there are 2X such L3(xx<>. TTa) (including the original i-3(x, t)), where x<¡ and

Ta are related by (29a) or (29b). Now L3(x, r) =0 implies X,3(x, r) =0; if this

Lzix, t) is not included in the above 2X L3's, there are at least 2X + 1 terms on

the right-hand side of (45) each of which contributes the term log (s — 1) ; this

is enough to counterbalance the contribution of — 2X log (s — 1 ) from the 2X log Li

terms. As a result, the right-hand side of (45) becomes negatively infinite

as s—»1+, while the left-hand side of (45) is non-negative. We thus have a

contradiction in this case.

On the other hand, suppose that Lzix, t) is included in the 2X Z,3's previ-

ously mentioned; then for some Xa we have x=XXa, whence x4 = Xa = l f°r all

0. We shall now show that in this case there is another L3 which is 0 and

which is not included in any of the previous 2X Z3's. This will then establish

the result that L3(x, r; 1)^0.

Since x4(0) = 1 for all 0, and since x is imaginary, at least one of the roots

Wi, • • • , u>\-i must be ±i, and also cox=  • • • =co, = i. Suppose then that

wi, • • • , to« are all +i (R = 1)>

WB+i, • • • , cox-i    are all ±1,

cox, • • • , co, are all      1.

This implies that «i, • • • , ra« are all multiples of 4. In the series L(x, t),

the sum of those terms for which x(0>) "* ±* has the value 0, since the terms

occur pairwise with opposite signs corresponding to inverse elements 0; and

0Í"1 [using the fact that am(0<) = am(d^1) ]• Next, consider the remaining terms,

that is, those for which x(0)=+l. Since x(0) = (±*)si • ' ' ( ±i)<"¡( + l)SR+1

• • • (±l)«x-i=- ±1, we have 2| (si+ ■ ■ • +sB). Let (P"/m) be that ambigu-

ous character xá obtained by letting coi= • • • =co¡¡=-1, coÄ+i= • • •

= co, = 1. Then for all those 0's for which x(0)=±l we have (P"/m)=X,

where 0 corresponds to m, and where P" is neither ((D)) nor 1. Hence L(x, t)

has the same value as L(xxá, t), which is not one of the 2X series L(xXa, TTa)

mentioned above, since if it were Xa = xá, Ta = To, and then neither (29a) nor

(29b) could hold. This completes the proof that L3(x, r; 1) 5^0.

9. Completion of proof and statement of theorem. In the proof that

neither 1-2(1) nor Z.3(l) is 0, we needed the fact that L2(s), L{ (s), L3(s) and

L3 (s) are all finite and continuous for s^ 1. We shall postpone the discussion

of this to §10, and for the present follow the main line of the argument.
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Let ÍN, M) = X. Multiplying (22) by t~1(N) and summing over all char-

acters t gives (from (37))

4>(M){      Z       [x(0/) + x(0/1)]/8
\./,/ä5iV(mod.M)

(46)

+ V      £      He)) + xie?) ]fu + ■■■}= Z t~\n) log - •
2   /,/2 = iV(modAf) ; T A

If we now multiply (46) by x(0y) and sum over x. we obtain

ehi Z t' + ~ Z /-2i+--l
(./,/= JV(modM),/*->9j 2 f,f*=N(moAM),P<r+ej J

= ZZx(03)r-lWlog-)
X        r Ä

where e = 2 or 1 according as B¡ is ambiguous or not. On the right-hand side

of (47), the term log Zi occurs exactly 2X times, namely twice for each

(48) xaie) = iQ/tn), m*->d,

in combination with ra given by

(49) Taím) = ÍQ/m)    or    r,(») = ÍQD/m),

as can be seen from (29a) and (29b). The coefficient of log Li on the right-

hand side of (47) is therefore

(50) Z Xaidj)TaiN),

since Täx(N) =Ta(N), and this in turn is

(51) Z XQM,) ÜQ/N) + ÍQD/N)], mj ~ 0„
Q

and this is equal to

(52) [1 + ÍD/N)]Z(Q/Nmi),
Q

where Ze is such as to make iQ/Nmf) range over all ambiguous characters

Ta in 2. This sum will be 0 except when N and mj have the same 2-character,

in which case it will be positive. Thus, the right-hand side of (47) becomes

positively infinite as s—>1 + when the correspondent of N is in the genus of

B¡. This leads to the theorem:

If N is prime to M and corresponds to an element of the same genus as B¡,

then there are infinitely may primes f which correspond to B¡ for which f=N

(mod M), provided that conditions (a)-(f) of §4 hold, and that Liis) and L' (s)

ii = 2, 3) (see §7) are continuous for s^l.

We shall discuss this latter condition in the next section.
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10. Sufficiency conditions. We shall now prove that L<(s) and L't(s)

(i = 2, 3) are finite and continuous for s^ 1, provided that our correspondence

established in §4 satisfies certain conditions. If we define

(53) Rimo, 0; s) = Z am(6)mr\
m,m= ma (mod M)

we see that R(m0, 0) =0 unless m0 corresponds to an element in the genus of 0.

Furthermore, by use of (20), we obtain

(54) L(x, t) = Z Amo) Z xiOi)Rimo, «<),
ma 8,

where   Z"»o ranges over a reduced residue system mod M and   Z«¿ ranges

over all elements of H. We now impose the conditions:

(A) Rimo, 0<; s) = Ai/is - X) + Biim0, 0<; s),

if razo corresponds to any element in the genus of 0¿, where A\ is a constant

(^0) independent of m0 and 0¿, and B^mo, 0¿; s) is continuous for sjgl.

(B) R'ímo, Bu s) = ¿j/(j - l)2 + Btitno, 9f, s),

if mo corresponds to any element in the genus of 0j, where A2 is a constant

(s^O) independent of mo and 0¿, and B2im0, 0<; s) is continuous for s^ 1.

To prove that £¿(s) and Z,4'(s) (*' = 2, 3) are finite and continuous for s^ 1,

in virtue of (54) and (A) and (B) it suffices to show that

(55) Pix, r) -   Z    T(mo)x(0,-)

is 0 provided that r and x do not satisfy (25) for all m and their correspond-

ing 0's. We may write

(56) P(x,r) = Zx(0){Z^o)
8 \   m0

where Z»>o extends over all m0 which correspond to elements in the genus of

0, and then Z» extends over all 0. Further, the choice of the reduced residue

system mod M to which the mo belong has no effect on the value of P(x> t)

because two numbers congruent mod M correspond to 0's of the same genus.

Let/ be any prime in G; then, as wio ranges over those elements of a re-

duced residue system mod M which correspond to elements in the genus of 0,

so does /2?rao, because f2mo=f2mó (mod M) holds if and only if mo = mó

(mod M), and^mo and m0 correspond to elements in the same genus. Hence

(57) PU, t) = Z X(0) { Z Tifmo)]  = r(/2)P(x, r).
8 V   m0 /

Hence P = 0 unless t(P) = 1 for each/ in G; this in turn is true if and only if

t is an ambiguous character. But in virtue of (13) and (15), every ambiguous

■
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character Ta is also an ambiguous character Xo- Hence

(58) Pix, r) = Zx(0)Zxa(0),

where m0 corresponds to elements in the same genus as 0. Now it is clear that

the same number of elements in a reduced residue system correspond to each

genus, since if m0 corresponds to a genus containing 0, so do all of the num-

bers mon2 obtained by letting ra range over all numbers prime to M which

give incongruent values of ra2, and conversely. The number of mo correspond-

ing to elements in a given genus is thus 4>iM) divided by 2X_1. Call their

quotient q. Then

(59) Pix, t) = ?Z x(0)x*(0) - ?Z xxaie).
8 8

Therefore Pix, r)=0 unless xXa=Xo, that is, unless either (29a) or (29b)

holds. This completes the proof thati¿(s) and L' (s) (i = 2, 3) are finite and

continuous for sS;l.

11. Meyer's theorem. A. Meyer [3] proved this theorem for the special

case where H is the set of classes of properly primitive binary quadratic

forms of determinant D, which forms a group under the operation of composi-

tion. In that case, it is known from the theory of quadratic forms that all of

the conditions (a)-(f) of §4 hold, where the 0, are the classes of forms of

determinant D, and m corresponds to those classes 0 which represent m. The

crucial (and most difficult) part of the proof is to show the correctness of (A)

and (B). Meyer proved this (or results equivalent to this) by using some

theorems of H. Weber [4] who considered the simpler problem of representa-

tion of primes by quadratic forms (without considering the arithmetic pro-

gressions in which they lie). Weber's results were established by use of

û-iunction identities; simpler proofs for equivalent results are to be found

(for suitably restricted values of D) in Landau, Neuere Fortschritte der addi-

tiven Zahlentheorie, pp. 87-90.

12. An example. We conclude with an example to show that this theorem

is more general than the original theorem. We shall use the result of Dirichlet

[2; p. 359] that T,ff~'-(l/<p(M))lnil/is-l)) is analytic for s>l/2, where
Z/ extends over all primes f=N (mod M), and where (iV, M) = 1.

Set D= —20, M= —80. G has a basis consisting of all primes f=l, 3, 7

or 9 (mod 20). Let H be the group {0, 0O} with 02=0O. Since there are four

reduced (nonequivalent) forms of determinant —20, this means that we are

not working with quadratic forms in this case.

We establish the correspondence

fu ft «-» 0o,       ft, ft «-* 0,

where fj=j (mod 20). Define

(60) Ri = 12(1, e0),       Ro = Ri9, 80),       R3 = Ä(3, 0),        R7 = Ä(7, 0).
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We shall prove that (A) and (B) hold, simply by proving (A) and showing

that the function Pi(s) is analytic for s>l/2. All other conditions of our

hypothesis are automatically satisfied in this case.

If m<->8i, then am(0¿) =2"(m). Since we are working here with m (mod 20),

we shall restrict ourselves (in this section) to those characters r whose value

does not depend on the exponent ß in (1), that is, those for which 77 in (2) is 1.

Then we have the following table:

m (mod 20)

1 1

For any character for which 77 = 1, we have by setting x = Xo in (17)

1   -  Tif2)f-2'
(61) Z   rimo)Rimo, 0,) =       ü

mo<->«¿ /.(-20//)-l     (.1   —  T(J)J     )

or

1 + T( f)/-«
(62)        Til)R1 + tÍ9)R9 + tÍ3)R3 + r(7)P7 =      ü-~T '

/,(-20//) = l     1   -  r(/)/   '

We shall choose four characters for r, thus getting from (62) four equations

from which we may find the Rj. Yet t=t0, ti, t2, t3 successively, given by:

To

Ti

T3

Ö

Let Pi= TI/.- (l+-/T)/(l-./r) (*'=-, 9, 3, 7). We then obtain from (62):
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R1 + Ro + R3 + R7= PiPoPsPi = fa,

Ri + R9 — R3 ~ R7 = P1P9P3 Pi = ¿2,
—s

-1 T-r     1   —   if3      TT     1  +  if 7
(63)       Ri-R9- ÍR3 + iRr = P1P0  II "-~ II ~-~ = Sa,

/3 1   +   l/s /7 1   -   */7
-—8

R1-R0 + iR3 - ír7 = Pip/II ■ j + !^; IT -~-~ = ¿4.

Thence

P-i = «1 + & + fc + Í4)/4,        i?9 = (îi + & - S» - &)/4,

P-3  =   (€l  -   ,£2  +  IÍ3  -   »É4)/4,       P7  =   («1  -   Í2  -   ¿£3 +  t{«)/4.
(64)

Now

(65)

»''- Ç'"(1+rS)

= Ç{+rS-t(tS)'-}
= + Z {+2/7(1+// + •••)-}

Si

= + 2Z/r+zo(/r2>).
/> /y

By Dirichlet's result, it then follows that

<«> lnP'-Tln(^T)

is analytic for s > 1/2. Thus£i = ô/(s— 1), where b is analytic for s > 1/2; simi-

larly, £2 itself is analytic for s>l/2. In order to prove (A), it thus suffices to

prove the analyticity of

m ^ n ^ n '+ ¡/r
Irî  1 + if 3 '   V   1 - */? *

for s>l/2. Now

(68)

= exp J2iZ/3   ~~ 2i'Z/7   + remainder},

where the remainder is analytic for s>l/2. The result then follows from

Dirichlet's result quoted above.
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